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Programmes and Activities   

 

 

                                          
 

The NCERT undertakes the following programmes and activities. 

 

Research 

       The NCERT performs the important functions of conducting and 

supporting educational research and offering training in educational research 

methodology.   Different Departments of the National Institute of Education 

(NIE), Regional Institutes of Education (RIEs), Central Institute of Educational 

Technology (CIET) and Pandit Sunderlal Sharma Central Institute of Vocational 

Education (PSSCIVE) undertake research programmes on different aspects of 

school education and teacher education. NCERT also supports research 

programmes of other institutions/organizations by providing financial 

assistance and academic guidance. Assistance is given to scholars for 

publication of their Ph.D. theses. Research fellowships are offered to 

encourage studies in school education to create a pool of competent research 

workers.  

Development 

    Developmental activities in school education constitute an important 

function of the NCERT. The major developmental activities include 

development and renewal of curricula and instructional materials for various 

levels of school education and making them relevant to changing needs of 

children and society. The innovative developmental activities include 

development of curricula and instructional materials in school education in the 

area of pre-school education, formal and non-formal education, 

vocationalisation of education and teacher education. Developmental activities 

are also undertaken in the domains of educational technology, population 

education, and education of the disabled and other special groups.  

 

Training 

        Pre-service and in-service training of teachers at various levels; pre-

primary, elementary, secondary and higher secondary,  vocational education, 

educational technology, guidance and counseling, and special education are 

the areas of training in which NCERT works. The pre-service teacher education 

programmes at the Regional Institutes of Education (RIEs) incorporate many 

innovative features. The RIEs also undertake the training of key personnel of 

the states and of state level institutions and training of teacher educators and 
in-service teachers. 

Extension 

      Various Departments of the NIE, RIEs, CIET and PSSCIVE are engaged in 

various ways. Constituents of NCERT work in close collaboration with various 

agencies and institutions in the states. Several programmes are organized in 

rural and backward areas in order to reach out to the functionaries in these 

areas where special problems exist and where special efforts are needed. 

Special programmes are organized for the education of the disadvantaged 

sections of the society. The extension programmes cover all States and Union 

Territories of the country. 

 



Publication and Dissemination 

      NCERT publishes textbooks for different school subjects for Classes I to 

XII. It also brings out workbooks, teachers’ guides, supplementary readers, 

research reports, etc. In addition, it publishes instructional materials for the 

use of teacher educators, teacher trainees and in-service teachers. These 

instructional materials, produced through research and developmental work, 

serve as models to various agencies in States and Union Territories. These are 

made available to state level agencies for adoption and/or adaptation. The 

textbooks are published in English, Hindi and Urdu. For dissemination of 

educational information, or the NCERT publishes six journals: The Primary 

Teacher is published both in English and Hindi and aims at giving meaningful 

and relevant educational inputs to primary school teachers for direct use in the 

classroom; School Science serves as an open forum for discussion on various 

aspects of science education; Journal of Indian Education provides a forum for 

encouraging original and critical thinking in education through discussion on 

current educational issues; Indian Educational Review contains research 

articles and provides a forum for researchers in education; and Bharatiya 

Adhunik Shiksha, published in Hindi, provides a forum for encouraging critical 

thinking in education on contemporary issues and for dissemination of 

educational problems and practices. Besides these, a house journal called 

NCERT Newsletter is also published in English and Hindi (Shaikshik Darpan). 

Exchange Programmes 

      NCERT interacts with international organizations such as UNESCO, 

UNICEF, UNDP, NFPA and the World Bank to study specific educational 

problems and to arrange training programmes for personnel from other 

countries. It is one of the Associated Centers of APEID. It also acts as the 

Secretariat of the National Development Group (NDG) for Educational 

Innovations. The NCERT has been offering training facilities, usually through 

attachment programmes and participation in workshops, to educational 

workers of other countries. The NCERT acts as a major agency for 

implementing the Bilateral Cultural Exchange Programmes entered into by the 

Government of India with the governments of other countries in the fields of 

school education and teacher education. Educational materials are exchanged 

with other countries. On request, the faculty members are deputed to 

participate in international conferences, seminars, workshops, symposia, etc.  
 

Piaget’s Developmental Stages 

JEAN PIAGET IS A SWISS PSYCHOLOGIST who began to study intellectual 

development (Dembo, 1994). His Cognitive Theory is influential in both education 

and psychology fields. He proposed that the thinking process will develop through 

each of the stages until a child can think logically. Understanding cognitive 

development helps us arrange appropriate lessons and learning environments. An 

instructor should assess a child’s current level of maturity before beginning the 

instructional design process. The following are four of Piaget's developmental 

stages:  

Sensorimotor Stage (Birth-2 Years) 



Even though Piaget was opposed to applying age norms to the stages, most 

researchers consider approximately the first two years of life to be the 

Sensorimotor Stage (McCormick, 1997). Infants mainly make use of senses and 

motor capabilities to experience the environment. For instance, if infants cannot see 

or touch an object, they stop trying to find it. Once infants develop the capability to 

recognize that a hidden object still continues to exist, they start searching for it. 

The characteristic limitation of this stage is ‘thinking only by doing’. The 

Sensorimotor infant gains physical knowledge. 

Preoperational Stage (2-7 Years) 

The second stage in Piaget’s theory of development coincides the preschool years. 

Children start to use symbols such as language to represent objects. For instance, 

the child understands the word “apple” although a real apple is not seen. However, 

the Preoperational child still learns from concrete evidence while adults can learn in 

abstract way. The Preoperational child is also unaware of another person’s 

perspective. They exhibit egocentric thought and language. 

 

Image 1: The Preoperational child lacks the concept of number conservation. 

Here are some limitations of Preoperational thought. To begin with, the 

Preoperational child lacks the concept of conservation. As shown in Image 1, a child 

is presented with two rows of apples that contain the same number of apples. While 

one row is lengthened without any change in the number of apples, the 

Preoperational child states that the rows are not equivalent. The appearance of the 

objects gives the wrong impression about them. Children’s decisions are dominated 

by their perceptions.  



Conservation does not happen simultaneously in all subject areas. Children can 

understand conservation of numbers around age 5-6, and understand conservation 

of substance, or mass around age 7-8. 

Additionally, the Preoperational child is likely to center on only one dimension of an 

event and ignore other important details. Also, children concentrate more on the 

static features of an event than on the transformations from one state to another.  

Last, children in the Preoperational period at times will see some relationships 

between particular cases while in actuality there is none. For instance, a child might 

say, “If an apple is red, then a green fruit is not an apple.” 

 

Image 2: The concrete operational is capable of reversible thought only if they operate physical 

objects. 

Concrete Operational Stages (7-11 Years) 

The next stage generally represents the elementary grade years. The concrete 

operational child begins to think logically. Operations are associated with personal 

experience. Operations are in concrete situation, but not in abstract manipulation. 

Concrete operations allow children to classify several classes into a bigger group or 

to combine a number of classes in any order. Although objects are moved or 

reordered, no change takes place. 

In addition, concrete operations allow children to order objects in terms of more 

than one dimension. Children at the concrete operational stage can solve 

conservation tasks. The operational thought is reversible. The concrete operational 

child can operate an action, and then go back to the original condition. For 

instance, 3 + 2 = 5 and 5 – 2 = 3 (see Image 2). 

The limitation of the third stage of cognitive development is that operations are 

only carried out on concrete objects, and limited to two characteristics at the same 

time. 

Formal Operational Stage (11 Years and Beyond) 



After roughly 11 years old, students have the ability to consider many possibilities 

for a given condition. They are able to deal with propositions that explain concrete 

facts. They have the ability to use planning to think ahead. 

Most importantly, students at Piaget’s final stage of cognitive development increase 

their ability to think abstractly. They can solve complex and hypothetical problems 

involving abstract operations. 

Formal operational thinkers can recognize and identify a problem. They can state 

several alternative hypotheses, execute procedures to collect information about the 

problems to be studied, and test the hypotheses.  

For more information on this topic, see the article on Genetic Epistemology.  

 

 

 

I. Introduction/Overview 

 

Consider for a moment (if you will) the idea that putting together either a specific lesson or 

overall approach for language instruction to young learners is very much like planning a 

meal. Not just any meal, a meal you want your guests to enjoy, with just the right 

combination of flavors and textures. Well, in my opinion, any impressive meal needs to be 

complemented with the right wine! So in considering an approach for teaching language to 

young learners, let us assume that this ‘meal’ is going to taste better or worse depending on 

what wine we bring to the table to wash everything down with. Let’s go down into the cellar, 

shall we? Mmm, where is it – I seem to recall a good drop from a French-Swiss winemaker… 

Yes, here it is, Vintage Piaget! A solid wine with some basic ingredients made to last. Not a 

perfect drop, a little weak here and there around the edges, but certainly the basic flavor is 

going to complement our meal very well, as long as we drink it in small amounts at 

sufficient intervals. Good! Our meal is ready, it’s time to go in and teach some new 

language to kids. Wait! Have I chosen the right bottle? Someone told me not all Piagetian 

vintages are necessarily good. I’d better take a closer look at the label… 

 

A couple of points need to be made here. I do not mean in any way to demean the overall 

practice of teaching language to young learners by insinuating it can be related to selecting 

the right alcohol before you step into a classroom! No, far from it. This is purely 

metaphorical, and through the example I am trying to illustrate how general background 

influences and beliefs can add or detract from the overall ‘flavor’ or appropriateness of the 

methods we take into our young learner classrooms. Secondly, it is perhaps more fitting to 

talk about Piaget the ‘winemaker’ rather than any particular ‘vintage’ he came up with, for it 



is in learning about the winemaker’s beliefs, ingredients and techniques (and let’s not forget 

it, his flaws) that we can get ideas on how to come up with our own ‘wines for the language 

learning table’. Thirdly, I have already hinted that some of Piaget’s theories are not entirely 

perfect in their application to a young learner language classroom. However, some of his 

key concepts are very solid and useful, and I for one have found them very enlightening in 

considering my own ‘approach-making’ process. 

 

This article looks at Piaget and his theories in a sequence beginning with Piaget as a theorist 

(or ‘winemaker’ in his own right) in terms of what ideas he came up with and how. It then 

moves on to look at what I believe to be the two most influential theories to emerge in 

Piagetian philosophy: the concepts of stages of cognitive development and assimilation and 

accommodation of new knowledge. Finally, I conclude with some general notes about the 

importance of Piaget’s views in application to EFL instruction to young learners, and how we 

as ‘teachers/winemakers’ might benefit from them in coming up with our own approaches 

and techniques. 
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II. Piaget the ‘Winemaker’: A look at the man and his theories 

 

Piaget was a French-Swiss psychologist/epistomologist. He was born in 1896 and died in 

1980 whilst still directing the International Center for Genetic Epistemology, an institute he 

had founded in 1955. He had a long and very accomplished career, and received many 

prestigious awards for his work in child psychology and theories of cognitive development in 

children. It should be noted that Piaget’s observations and theories were not really targeted 

at language learning or development but at overall mental growth in general. To him, 

language was essentially just a representation of mental processes going on in the child’s 

mind, though his later work brought more focus to aspects of interaction and language 

ability. 

 

One of Piaget’s earliest tasks was to standardize Cyril Burt’s intelligence/reasoning tests in 

application to Parisian children, something he found boring and never completed, however it 

did help to develop a strong interest for him in psychoanalysis and how intelligence could be 



observed and studied in developing children. He studied the intellectual development of his 

own three children from infancy beginning in the mid 1920s, and this along with studies of 

other children (especially when ‘at play’ or during interactions with adults) led to publication 

of some of his early ideas on the development of cognitive ability in children. Over his long 

career in developing ideas about child psychology, Piaget went on to study thousands of 

children, and is credited with the major development of relatively new scientific fields such 

as developmental psychology, cognitive theory and what came to be called genetic 

epistemology. He was also apparently the first major scientist to take child talk seriously, 

and his first and most major assertion was that children think in a way very different to the 

way adults think. One of his most famous statements about cognition in general was that 

"Intelligence is an adaptation…To say that intelligence is a particular instance of biological 

adaptation is thus to suppose that it is essentially an organization and that its function is to 

structure the universe just as the organism structures its immediate environment" (Piaget, 

1963, pp. 3-4). 

 

In watching and talking to young children, some of the things Piaget noted included the 

ideas of object permanence (knowing something is still present even if it has been hidden 

from view), stability of quantities despite changes in their physical appearance (the famous 

example of the same quantity of water presented in two different glasses, one of which is 

short and broad whereas the other is tall and thin), and logical inferencing - linking 

properties of objects to the way they act (for example, how the size, weight, and material of 

one ball affects how far it can be tossed or how high it bounces compared to another ball). 

 

A key aspect of Piagetian psychology is the idea that cognitive development in young 

children stems from action and interaction with the world around them. This begins with 

physical (or ‘concrete’) objects in a problem-solving (“thinking something through”) 

sequence that is gradually internalized and develops the child’s thinking ability. In terms of 

how this related to language acquisition in children, Piaget basically saw language as a 

representative system, one of a variety of ‘symbol systems’ developed throughout childhood 

to represent new knowledge acquired as children engage in a physical way with aspects of 

their environments (Lightbown & Spada, 1999, p. 23). 

 

Piaget is generally most widely known (especially in language learning circles) for his 

theories about “stages of cognitive development” and the concepts of “assimilation” and 

“accommodation” (see below), but to focus only on these aspects is to essentially ignore 

some of the other outstanding contributions he made to a general understanding of how 

experience and social interaction may develop cognitive ability and find representations in 

language. Piaget later went on from his early original theories to make observations about 

the way arguments amongst children are fundamental in the process of developing 

internalized reasoning skills, just as cooperation in child play can be a major factor in the 

development of moral judgment (Richard-Amato, 1996, p. 427). In many ways, his theories 



were seen as working from the idea that right-hemispheric brain activity (concentrated on 

action and motor skills) preceded left hemispheric brain activity (generally watching and 

learning until a sufficient amount has been absorbed that can then be converted into 

‘language’), a notion which James Asher reiterates as one of the founding principles of his 

world famous Total Physical Response (TPR) method (Richards & Rodgers, 2001, p. 75). By 

1965, some of his theories had evolved to the point that they were considered to be from 

the same theoretical viewpoint as Vygotsky’s in terms of the central role they allocated to 

social interaction in language learning, and have even been considered fundamental in the 

growth of relatively contemporary notions such as Cooperative Language Learning (Richards 

& Rodgers, 2001, p. 194). 

 

Piaget is also well known for his famous debate with the so-called “Father of Linguistics” in 

Chomsky, in which he argued that language basically represented or expressed a skill of 

symbolic representation gradually acquired through stages of cognitive development. This 

view was in contrast to Chomsky’s theories about ‘Universal Grammar’: that a general 

mechanism in the brain (acquired genetically) accounted for humans’ ability to acquire 

language, which he saw as being far too complex and distinctive to be acquired simply 

through experience and general cognitive processes (Mitchell & Myles, 2001, p. 17).  
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III. Piaget’s Stages of Cognitive Development 

 

One of Piaget’s central theories was that growth and development of mental skills and 

knowledge in children necessarily went through a series of defined stages that eventually 

develop into the ability to engage in formal logical thinking about abstract concepts, a final 

stage generally believed to be inaccessible to children before the age of about 11. He noted 

four stages of cognitive development: (1) Sensorimotor; (2) Preoperational; (3) Concrete 

Operational; and (4) Formal Operational. 

 

He also identified characteristics for these stages, and it these that have drawn the most 

criticism from others in the field of cognitive development in children. Among the 

characteristics he identified, he asserted that these stages did not vary in their sequence, 

they were universal (and therefore not culturally specific), the stages and characteristics 

were generalizable to other functions, each stage represented a logically organized ‘whole’, 

and the stage sequences were hierarchical (with each stage incorporating elements from 

earlier stages to become more differentiated and integrated). 



 

Donaldson (1978) cast the most serious doubts on Piaget’s theories of ‘stages’ and the 

ability to apply “logical” or “abstract” thought processes before the age of 11 through a 

series of well-documented experiments that showed fairly convincingly that Piaget’s own 

experiments were either unreliable or not particularly suited to children in terms of showing 

what they could or couldn’t do mentally. An overemphasis on the Piagetian way of “thinking 

about thinking” is often cited when criticizing educational theories or programs that try to 

tell learners what stage they are at, and therefore what kind of instruction they need. It is 

also blamed for overly ‘part-based’ approaches (parts selected according to what stage 

children are at and can presumably handle, based on the idea that maturation precedes 

learning and governs over a sort of “readiness” principle – Richard-Amato, 1996, p. 38) as 

opposed to more ‘holistic’ views of experience and learning. As Cameron points out: 

 

An example of how stage theory can lead to restricting children’s learning occurred in the 

UK in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Before children were allowed to start writing 

sentences, they had to complete sets of ‘writing readiness’ activities that worked on part-

skills. In spending so long on writing patterns and bits of letter shapes, they were missing 

out on the more holistic experiences that also help children understand the purposes of 

writing as communication. (Cameron, 2001, p. 4). 

 

So, generally speaking, it could be said that the majority of modern ELT theorists might 

prefer to leave this particular Piaget vintage in the cellar, saying that it does not make a 

good accompaniment to ‘language learning meals’ for young learners. However (as I point 

out in section V below), it is surprising how fixed this view of language learning stages has 

become in many contexts, yet in my view it can be too dismissive to completely ignore the 

possible benefits it can have for general planning considerations for language programs. 
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IV. Piaget’s Activity Leading to ‘Assimilation’ and ‘Accommodation’ Theory 

 

Piaget quite early on came up with a general theory about how physical activity and the 

associated experience interacting with one’s environment leads to mental growth: 

 

Intelligence is assimilation to the extent that it incorporates all the given data of experience 

within its framework…There can be no doubt either, that mental life is also accommodation 



to the environment. Assimilation can never be pure because by incorporating new elements 

into its earlier schemata the intelligence constantly modifies the latter in order to adjust 

them to new elements. (Piaget, 1963, p. 6-7). 

 

Well, that might seem a bit wordy and mind-bending at this stage, so let’s look at it another 

way. The way new information is found and utilized is considered to be a conceptual model 

(or ‘schema’). Activity can lead to mental development through two means: ‘assimilation’ 

and ‘accommodation’. Assimilation basically involves an action whereby the child does not 

actually “change” his or her knowledge, just reapplies the same action in different 

circumstances (making information ‘fit’ an existing schema, as it were). Accommodation, on 

the other hand, indicates that some kind of alteration or adjustment of the knowledge 

occurrs, as a result of interaction with new things present (altering an existing schema to 

accommodate new information) in the environment. 

 

Take as an example a child who has already fathomed that tapping or hitting a toy ball will 

cause it to move. The child may then employ the same action to make something else (let’s 

say a toy car) move, in which case we have an example of assimilation – the child’s 

knowledge on how to make something move has not essentially changed, it has just been 

applied to a new object in the child’s environment. On the other hand, let’s imagine that the 

child stops ‘tapping’ the toy car to make it move, and actually places his or her hand on it to 

either drag or push it along (in the process enabling the child to control the speed of the 

movement or to ‘steer’ the car in a particular direction). In this case, we are seeing 

accommodation as the child sees a new possibility and creates new knowledge for 

him/herself. As we can see from this example, both assimilation and accommodation 

happen together, and while they begin as general behavior in interaction with the physical 

environment, eventually they become active thought processes. 

 

The important things to take note of here are that children actively construct new 

knowledge from themselves, basically by “doing”. When they have figured out one way of 

“doing” they are likely to try and reapply that action with other objects in their environment. 

In adapting the action and coming up with a more satisfactory result of some kind, they 

learn a new way of “doing.” The overall experience involved in this process gradually enters 

the child’s mind as a thought process, which in turn enhances the child’s cognitive 

development. 

 

Both concepts (assimilation and accommodation) appear to have important links with 

language learning. We can often see young learners play and experiment with language, 

sometimes by applying knowledge they already have to a new ‘object’ in the language (for 

example, realizing that past tense involves a “-ed” sound, which many children typically 

over-generalize and apply to all verbs in past tense whether they are ‘regular’ or ‘irregular’, 



producing such utterances as “she runned”), whereas at other times they experiment and 

adapt to try out a new thought on how the language works (for example, eventually coming 

up with “ran” and then accommodating the new knowledge into their language system). 

Where it gets a little confusing is in terms of Piaget’s original theory being mainly applicable 

to physical objects in a physical environment, whereas for language learning theorists the 

concepts of assimilation and accommodation appear to refer to activity that is conceptually 

more abstract (basically, the development of learners’ interlanguage through the key acts of 

over-generalizing or restructuring), even if the act of speaking is a real physical act and the 

outcome of a speaking action may yield “physical” results.  

 

On a lighter note, it can be amusing to see just how well Piaget’s assimilate/accommodate 

model stands up even well beyond childhood. Consider men and their general well-known 

lack of ability to come up with effective dating lines. I think most women would agree that 

in the majority of these cases they are seeing ‘assimilation’ more than ‘accommodation’ in 

the social skills of the men who ask them out! 

 

Thus, it would be fair to say that the Piagetian theory of assimilation and accommodation is 

generally a much more welcome and popular vintage for the language-learning table 

compared to the theory about stages of cognitive development. Perhaps that was the 

particular bottle label I should have been looking for in my introduction to this article, rather 

than rushing down into the cellar and just grabbing any Piaget vintage willy-nilly… 
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V. Piagetian Theory and Implications for Foreign Language Learning 

 

By way of conclusion, and before we consider practical language learning implications, I 

think it is important to reiterate and explain five important things about Piaget as a theorist 

and child developmental psychologist.  

 

For one, he originally believed that the ability to take action to solve some sort of problem 

presented by the environment was neither innate nor a process of imitation – the child 

takes the action from the outset and through the experience acquires new mental 

knowledge.  

 



The second well-known characteristic of early Piagetian psychology was that first language 

development did not play anywhere near as much a role in children’s mental growth as did 

the key concept of taking action and learning from it. One of Piaget’s earliest works in this 

field, Language and thought of the child (1926), focused on theories of speech acts, but 

mainly in terms of how a child’s speech reflected (rather than influenced) his or her growing 

mental capacity (Riley, 1996, p. 127-128).  

 

The third consideration is that his original theories almost completely neglected any 

consideration for social influences on children’s learning and cognitive development, and 

focused instead on biological factors as determining his famous “universal stages of 

development” theory. This also has implications for differences between his theories and 

those of Vygotsky (“Zone of Proximal Development”) and Krashen (“i+1”). Piaget’s views on 

cognitive development are generally held to have been centered on a single level, whereas 

Vygotsky’s and Krashen’s worked on two levels – “an actual level and a potential level” 

(Richard-Amato, 1996, p. 58). 

 

Fourth, Piaget essentially saw the concepts of “learning” and “mental development” as 

separate from each other, that “learning utilizes development but does not shape its course” 

(Richard-Amato, 1996, p. 38).  

 

Finally, something many theorists (mostly those who had found a reason to criticize him) 

like to conveniently overlook is the fact that Piaget’s theories changed considerably over 

time. Whereas his early ideas are used as a direct contrast to Vygotsky’s (whose work he 

appeared to be unaware of at the time), by the sixties in many ways the theories Piaget was 

expressing were remarkably similar and had begun to focus a lot more on social factors in 

explaining cognitive development in children. 

 

Despite his many critics, Piaget’s views on mental development in children have important 

implications for concepts in language learning. The first is the idea that children try to make 

sense of the environment they find themselves in and actively seek to manipulate ideas and 

concepts, creating new knowledge for themselves as they go through this process and using 

these experiences to negotiate new situations and problems. The second important idea is 

the importance of a child’s environment in terms of affecting the number and type of 

opportunities available to apply or adapt new knowledge systems. On the first score, it 

needs to be acknowledged that what children have already experienced or know how to do 

with language is likely to have an effect on how they tackle the next ‘language problem’ to 

come their way, and that most children characteristically and instinctively want to find new 

solutions to new problems. In terms of the environment, something like a classroom in the 

middle of an EFL context affords very different (and let’s face it, much more limited) 



opportunities to see the need for and try out new language than a natural environment 

where everything around them operates in the target language they are trying to learn. 

 

On the other hand, there is the tricky issue of those “universal stages of development” – a 

concept that, despite modern critics, has shown amazing tenacity in many language-

teaching contexts and not always for the right reasons. For myself, teaching in a private 

language institute for Korean young learners five years ago, I vividly remember an incident 

where a Korean supervisor verbally boxed my ears in front of a room full of other teachers 

for daring to go ahead and help my children use past tense forms in their regular 

communication with me about things they’d done the day before or over the weekend. What 

infuriated her was the fact that “past tense” was not due to be covered on the syllabus for 

at least another six months, and that I was being irresponsible by “teaching them grammar 

that they can’t understand yet.” When I protested about the communicative context that 

had come up, she told me quite sternly to speak to them and accept answers only in the 

present tense, irrespective of whether it fit the situation or not, because “that’s what they 

know how to do right now.” Needless to say, her reasoning was ridiculous, and I went ahead 

and used and accepted past tense whenever it seemed appropriate in classroom 

conversation. However, I hope that example illustrates what I mean about some contexts 

and curriculum programmers still believing in developmental stages almost religiously. 

 

Despite that, I actually think the concept of developmental stages can be useful, especially 

in planning a language program with its associated notions, topics, materials and activities – 

so long as an allowance is made for a sort of ‘open-ended adaptability’ that provides 

opportunities for teachers and learners to branch out and explore other aspects of language 

if or as they come up. 

 

To wrap it all up, here’s what I think Piaget’s wine can bring to your language-learning 

‘dinner’ for young learners: 

 

• Remember that adults and children tend to think and perceive things differently, 

which is not to say that children are not capable of logical and/or abstract thinking – 

just because the children do not appear to understand something you say, do or 
perceive is not justification for assuming they are not capable of understanding it; 

 

• Piaget’s Stages of Development can tentatively serve as a model for curriculum or 

activity design (focusing perhaps more on ‘how’ something is taught rather than 

‘what’ is taught), but use them only as a starting point and don’t let them become a 

straight-jacket that prevents opportunities for exploring the language or methods as 
they arise naturally in the classroom; 



 

• Make a learning ‘environment’ as rich as possible in terms of providing new things to 

think or talk about (posters, realia, etc) – remember that children instinctively want 

to find out new things and are capable of constructing new knowledge about 

language for themselves based on trial-and-error, but without a suitable 
environment this instinct becomes diminished; 

 

• Remember what assimilation and accommodation mean and involve, including the 

fact that they are interrelated when it comes to children’s learning – when children’s 

overgeneralization of a language rule results in a non-target form, see it as an 

important first step in finding and accommodating new language, not as an ‘error’ 

that needs to be jumped on immediately for correction; 

 

• Recall that Piaget’s best known theories generally neglect social factors in learning 

and work from the idea of a child finding new knowledge independently – combining 

his theory with Vygotsky’s notion of ‘social scaffolding’ and Bruner’s notions of 

‘routines and formats’ can create an extremely effective method for helping young 
learners acquire new language. 

 

 

Piaget had (and continues to have) a major impact on our general understanding of the way 

children think and interact with and within their environment. This article has gone into 

depth about Piaget's best known theories and what they may imply for language learning 

and a foreign language classroom for young learners. Not everything Piaget had to say 

turns into gold for a language teacher, but there are certainly gems to be picked out of his 

work that can help YL language instructors get a better idea of what to bring to their 

classrooms, how to deliver it, and how the students themselves may grasp and interact with 

it. 

 

Bon Appetit! 
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Jean Piaget was one of the first developmental psychologists to examine how children think and reason. He asked 

whether children perceive and make sense of the world the way adults do. and created a theory that explores how 

children's thought processes change with development. 
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Piaget argued that children's thought processes progress through several distinct, predictable stages.  At each stage, 

the way in which we look at the world changes. We progress through each in order, with no skipping or regression 

under normal circumstances.  

First Stage: Sensorimotor Reasoning 

During the sensorimotor stage, from birth to around 18-24 months, infants are not yet able to use symbols or images 

to represent objects in the external world. To think about an object they must act on it with their senses and motor 

abilities. The major advance of this stage is object permanence, the understanding that objects continue to exist 

outside of sensory awareness.  

 

If an infant reaches for a toy and you cover it with a cloth, he or she will stop reaching and look at something else. If 

you secretly remove the toy and then lift the cloth, the baby will look at the empty spot without surprise or 

disappointment. According to Piaget, the baby does not yet have object permanence; out of sight is out of mind. By a 

year of age, children develop object permanence and can use mental representation and think about objects that are 

not physically present. 

Second Stage: Preoperational Reasoning 



From 2 to about 7, the child is in the preoperational stage of development. Now they can use mental representation to 

think. They begin to use pretend play. Children are now capable of symbolic representation - using a symbol to 

represent an object. Because of this, children learn language, a system of symbols.  

 

Piaget emphasized that during this period, children's abilities are limited. One pervasive limitation of children's 

reasoning during the preoperational period is egocentrism, the inability to take the perspective of another person. A 

child may assume that everyone has the same knowledge, experiences, and perspective that he or she has. 

Third Stage: Concrete Operational Reasoning 

The concrete operational stage lasts from about age 7 to 11. Now children can engage in mental representation and 

think logically about the world around them. Specifically, children are able to manipulate their mental representations 

to think and solve problems. Thought becomes logical, overcoming the limitations of the preoperational stage of 

reasoning. Now children are capable of understanding conservation, that a change in the size of shape of a 

substance (like clay) does not change its mass. 
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�� ªªÀÀiiÁ£ÀªÀ¤Á£ÀªÀ¤UUÉÉ DDºÁºÁggÀÀzzÀÀ CCªÀªÀ±±ÀåÀåPPÀÀvvÉÉAiAiÀÄ£ÀÄßÀÄ£ÀÄß ww½¹½¹??

• 1. fÃuÁðAUÀªÀÇåºÀ JAzÀgÉÃ£ÀÄ?

• 2 .fÃuÁðAUÀªÀÇåºÀzÀ°è fÃuðQæAiÉÄUÉ
¸ÀºÁAiÀÄPÀªÁUÀÄªÀ CAUÀUÀ¼ÁªÀÅªÀÅ?

• 3 .UÀAl®Ä ªÀÄvÀÄÛ C£Àß£Á¼ÀzÀ°è DºÁgÀzÀ
fÃtðQæAiÉÄ w½¹?

• 4. doÀgÀzÀ°è DºÁgÀzÀ fÃtðQæAiÉÄ w½¹?

• 5. ¸ÀtÚ PÀgÀÄ½£À PÁAiÀÄðªÉÃ£ÀÄ?



�� ªªÀÀiiÁ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄÁ£ÀªÀ£ÀÄ ¸̧À À̧åªÀÄÆÀ À̧åªÀÄÆ®® ªªÀÄÀÄvvÀÄÛÀÄÛ ¥¥ÁæÁætÂtÂ ªÀÄÆ®ªÀÄÆ® DDºÁºÁggÀÀUUÀ¼ÉÀ¼ÉggÀÀqqÀ£ÀÄßÀ£ÀÄß
¸̧ÉÉÃÃ« À̧ÄªÀ« À̧ÄªÀzzÀÀjAzjAzÀÀ CCªÀ£À£ÀÄßªÀ£À£ÀÄß ««ÄÄ±±ÁæºÁÁæºÁjj JJ£ÀÄßªÀ£ÀÄßªÀggÀÄÀÄ. . GG£Àß£ÀßvvÀÀ ¥Áæ¥ÁætÂUtÂUÀ¼ÀÀ¼À
ªªÀÀUUÀÀðPðPÉÉ ÌÌ ¸̧ÉÉÃjzÃjzÀÀ ªªÀÀiiÁ£ÀªÀ£ÀÁ£ÀªÀ£À°°èè ¥¥ÉÆÉÆÃÃµÀµÀuuÉÉAiAiÀÄÀÄ ºÀºÀAvAvÀÀUUÀ¼ÁÀ¼ÁzzÀÀ Ȩ́Ȩ́ÃÃªÀ£ÉªÀ£É, , 
fÃtðQfÃtðQææAiAiÉÄÉÄ, , »»ÃjP,ÃjP,ÉÉ ¸̧ÁéÁéAVÃPAVÃPÀÀggÀÀtt, , «¸«¸ÀÀdðdð£É£É MM¼À¼ÀUUÉÆÉÆArgArgÀÄÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ. . 
Ȩ́Ȩ́ÃÃ«¹«¹zzÀÀ DDºÁºÁggÀªÀÅÀªÀÅ GvGvÀÛªÀÄªÁÀÛªÀÄªÁVV ««PPÁ À̧Á À̧UUÉÆÉÆArgArgÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ fÃtðfÃtð£Á¼À£Á¼ÀzzÀÀ

ªÀÄÆ®ªÀÄÆ®PPÀÀ ¸̧ÁÁVV À̧®àÀ̧®àllÄÖÄÖ fÃtðfÃtðªÁªÁUUÀÄÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ..
�� ªªÀÀiiÁ£ªÀ£ÀÁ£ªÀ£À°°èè fÃtðQfÃtðQææAiAiÉÄÉÄAiAiÀÄÄÀÄÄ

JgJgÀÀqqÀÄÀÄ ºÀºÀAvAvÀÀUUÀ¼ÀÀ¼À°°èè ££ÀÀqqÉÉAiAiÀÄÄÀÄÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ.  .  
�� AiAiÀÀiiÁÁAwAwææPPÀÀ fÃtðQfÃtðQææAiAiÉÄÉÄ : : DDºÁºÁggÀÀzzÀÀ zzÉÆÉÆqqÀØÀØ PPÀÀtUtUÀ¼ÀÄÀ¼ÀÄ £Á®£Á®UUÉÉ, , ººÀ®ÄèÀ®Äè

,,ªªÀÄÀÄvvÀÄÛÀÄÛ dodoÀÀggÀÀzzÀÀ §°§°óóóµÀóóóµÀ ×× ¸̧ÁßÁßAiAiÀÄÄÀÄÄUUÀÀ ggÁÁ ®½®½AzAzÀÀ ªªÀÄÄÀÄÄzzÉÉ ÝAiÝAiÀÄÀÄAvAvÉÉ
¥¥ÀÀjjªÀªÀwðwð À̧®àÀ̧®àzzÀÄªÀÀÄªÀzzÀÄÀÄ..

�� ggÁ¸ÁÁ¸ÁAiAiÀÄ¤ÀÄ¤PPÀÀ fÃtðQfÃtðQææAiAiÉÄÉÄ : : DDºÁºÁggÀªÀÀªÀ QtQtééUUÀ¼ÀÀ¼À QQææAiAiÉÄ¬ÄÉÄ¬ÄAzAzÀÀ
dd®«®«±±ÉèÉèÃÃµÀµÀuuÉÉ ºÉÆºÉÆAA¢¢ CvCvÀåÀåAvAvÀÀ aPaPÀÀ ÌÌ aPaPÀÀ ÌÌ PPÀÀtUtUÀ¼ÁÀ¼ÁUUÀÄªÀÀÄªÀzzÀÄÀÄ..

ªÀiÁ£ÀªÀ£ÀfÃuÁðAUÀªÀÇºÀªÀÅ fÃtð£Á¼À ªÀÄvÀÄÛ
fÃtðUÀæöAyUÀ¼À£ÀÄß M¼ÀUÉÆAzÀrzÉ.

ªÀiÁ£Àª£ÀÀ fÃtð£Á¼ÀªÀÅ ¨Á¬Ä¬ÄAzÀ
UÀÄzÀzÁégÀzÀªÀgÉUÀÆ « À̧Ûj¹zÀÄÝ UÀAl®Ä C£Àß£Á¼À doÀgÀ
À̧tÚPÀgÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ zÉÆqÀØPÀgÀ¼ÀÄUÀ¼À£ÉÆ¼ÀUÉÆArzÉ. ¨Á¬ÄAiÀÄÄ

¨Á¬ÄAiÀÄ PÀÄºÀgÀPÉÌ vÉgÉAiÀÄÄvÀÛzÉ. EzÀgÀ°è ºÀ®ÄèUÀ¼ÀÄ £Á®UÉ
ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ªÀÄÆgÀÄ eÉÆvÉ ¯Á¯ÁgÀ̧ À UÀæAyUÀ½ªÉ. ªÀiÁ£ÀªÀ£À°è
ºÀ®ÄèUÀ¼ÀÄ zÀªÀzÉAiÀÄ ªÀÄÆ¼ÉUÀ¼À°è ºÀÄzÀÄVzÉ. 

¨Á¬Ä: ¨Á¬ÄAiÀÄ ªÉÄ®ÝªÀqÉ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ PÉ¼ÀzÀªÀqÉUÀ¼À°è
ºÀ®ÄèUÀ½zÀÄÝ DºÁgÀªÀ£ÀÄß CVAiÀÄÄªÀÅzÀPÉÌ £ÉgÀªÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ.

• ºÀ®Äè qÉAl£ï JA§ Cw UÀnÖAiÀiÁzÀ ªÀ̧ ÀÄÛ«¤AzÀ DVzÉ. ºÀ°è£À
ªÀÄÆgÀÄ ªÀÄÄRå ¨ÁUÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ²gÉÆ¨sÁUÀ PÀAoÀ¨sÁUÀ ¨ÉÃgÀÄ ºÀ°è£À
ªÀÄzÀå¨sÁUÀzÀ°è ªÀÄeÁ PÀÄºÀgÀ«zÉ. EzÀgÀ°è gÀPÀÛ£Á¼ÀUÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ £ÀgÀUÀ¼ÀÄ
EªÉ. ªÀ̧ Àr£À ªÉÄ¯ÁâUÀzÀ ºÉ£ÀgÀPÁÀtÂ¸ÀÄªÀ ºÀ°è£À ¨sÁUÀªÀ£ÀÄß
qÉAl£ÀVAvÀ®Æ UÀnÖAiÀiÁzÀ J£ÁªÀÄ¯ï JA§ ªÀ̧ ÀÄÛ DªÀj¹zÉ.                 
¨Á¬ÄAiÀÄ°è ºÁQPÉÆAqÀ DºÁgÀªÀ£ÀÄß ºÀ®ÄèUÀ¼ÀÄ PÀrzÀÄ PÀvÀÛj¹
CVAiÀÄÄªÀ PÁAiÀÄð ªÀiÁqÀÄvÀzÉ . £Á®UÉ F PÁAiÀÄðPÉÌ ¸ÀºÀPÀj¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. 
ºÁUÀÆ EzÀgÀ ªÉÄÃ¯É gÀÄaUÀæ»¸ÀÄªÀ gÀ̧ ÁAvÀgÀÄUÀ½ªÉ. ¨Á¬ÄAiÀÄ
PÀÄºÀgÀzÀ°è ªÀÄÆgÀÄ eÉÆvÉ ¯Á¯ÁUÀæAyUÀ½zÀÄÝ ¯Á¯ÁgÀ̧ ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¸Àæ« À̧ÄvÀÛzÉ.

• EzÀgÀ°è ¯ÉÆÃ CªÉÄÊ¯ÉÃeï EzÀÄ ¦µÀÖªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀiÁ¯ÉÆÖ¸ï
DV¥ÀjªÀvÀð£É ªÀiÁqÀÄvÀÛzÉ. £ÀAvÀgÀ DºÁgÀ C£Àß£Á¼ÀPÉÌ §gÀÄvÀvÀÛzÉ.

• UÀAl®Ä,  UÁ½ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ DºÁgÀ ºÁzÀÄ ºÉÆÃUÀ®Ä EgÀÄªÀ
¸ÁªÀiÁ£ÀåªÀiÁUÀð EzÀÄ C£Àß£Á¼À vÉgÉAiÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ±Áé À̧£Á¼À zÀ
ªÉÆzÀ®£ÉAiÀÄ ¨sÁUÀªÁzÀ zsÀé¤ ¥ÉnÖUÉ C£Àß£Á¼ÀzÀ ªÀÄÄA¨sÁUÀzÀ°èzÀÄÝ
¨ÉÆÃ°¸À C£ÀÄß £ÀÄAUÀÄªÁUÀ J¦UÁÎn¸ï JA§ ¸ÀAAiÉÆÃdPÀ
CAUÁA±ÀzÀ ªÀÄÄZÀÑ¼À¢AzÀ vÁvÁÌ°PÀªÁV zsÀé¤ ¥ÉnÖUÉAiÀÄÄ
ªÀÄÄZÀÑ®àlÄÖ DªÀj¹ ¨ÉÆÃA¸ÀªÁV ±Áé¸À£Á¼ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¥ÀæªÉÃ²¸ÀÄªÀzÀ£ÀÄß
vÀzÉAiÀÄÄvÀÛzÉ. »ÃUÉ ¨ÉÆÃ®¸ï C£Àß£Á¼ÀªÀ£ÀÄß ªÀiÁvÀæ ¥ÀæªÉ²¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. 

• C£Àß£Á¼ÀªÀÅ MAzÀÄ ¸Áß¬ÄPÀ £Á¼À. EzÀÄ UÀAl®£ÀÄß doÀgÀzÉÆ¼ÀUÉ
Ȩ́Ãj¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. C£Àß£Á¼ÀzÀ UÉÆÃqÉAiÀÄ°ègÀÄªÀ JgÀqÀÄ ¥ÀzÀgÀzÀ
¸ÁßAiÀÄÄUÀ¼À ¸ÀAPÉÆÃZÀ£É ªÀÄvÀÄÛ «PÀ̧ À£ÀUÀ½AzÀ GAmÁzÀ
ZÀ®£ÉUÀ¼ÀÄ ¨ÉÆÃ®¸ï C£ÀÄß doÀgÀPÉÌ vÀ¼ÀÄîvÀÛzÉ.  FZÀ®£ÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß
PÀA¥À£À JAzÀÄPÀgÉAiÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ
F ZÀ®£É fÃtð£Á¼ÀzÀ GzÀÝPÀÆÌ PÀAqÀÄ§gÀÄvÀÛzÉ.

�� dodoÀÀggÀªÀÅÀªÀÅ aÃaÃ®®zzÀÀAwgAwgÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ ¸̧Áß¬ÄÁß¬ÄPPÀÀ CAUCAUÀÀ. . EzEzÀÀggÀÀ UUÉÆÉÆÃqÃqÉÉAiAiÀÄÀÄ°°èèggÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ ªªÀÄÆÀÄÆggÀÄÀÄ
¥¥ÀÀzzÀÀggÀÀzzÀÀ ¸Áß¸ÁßAiAiÀÄÄÀÄÄUUÀ¼ÀÄÀ¼ÀÄ ««««zszsÀÀ ¢¢PPÀÄÀÄÌUÌUÀ¼ÀÀ¼À°°èè À̧À̧APAPÉÆÉÆÃZÃZÀ£ÀÀ£À ««PPÀ̧ À£ÀÀ̧ À£ÀUUÀ¼À£ÀÄßÀ¼À£ÀÄß ºÉÆºÉÆAA¢¢
DDºÁºÁggÀªÀ£ÀÄßÀªÀ£ÀÄß AiAiÀÀiiÁÁAwAwææPPÀªÁÀªÁVV ªªÀÄ¢¸ÀÄÀÄ¢¸ÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ. . EzEzÀÀjAzjAzÀÀ DDºÁºÁggÀªÀÅÀªÀÅ

�� AiAiÀÀiiÁÁAwAwææPPÀªÁÀªÁVV ««¨̈ss ÀÀff¸À®à¸À®àllÄÖÄÖ dodoÀÀggÀÀzzÀÀ UUÉÆÉÆÃqÃqÉÉAiAiÀÄÀÄ°°èèggÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ dodoÀÀggÀÀggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ À UUÀæÀæAyUAyUÀ¼ÀÄÀ¼ÀÄ
¸̧Àæ«¸ÀÄªÀÀæ«¸ÀÄªÀ dodoÀÀggÀÀ ggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ ÀzzÉÆÉÆqqÀ£ÉÀ£É ¸̧ÉÉÃgÃgÀÄÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ..

�� 1. 1. ¥¥É¦ì£ïÉ¦ì£ï: : DDºÁºÁggÀÀzzÀÀ°°èèggÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ ¥¥ÉÆæÉÆæÃnÃÃnÃ£À£ÀÄß£À£ÀÄß ¥É¥ÉÖö¥É¥ÉÖöÊzÊzÀÄÀÄUUÀ¼ÁÀ¼ÁV V ¥¥ÀÀjjªÀªÀwðwð¸ÀÄ¸ÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ..
�� 2. 2. ggÉ¤ß£ïÉ¤ß£ï: : ºÁºÁ°°£À£À PPÀÀggÀÀUUÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ ¥ÉÆæ¥ÉÆæÃnÃn£ï£ïUUÀ¼À£ÀÄßÀ¼À£ÀÄß PPÀÀggÀÀUUÀÀzzÀÀ ªªÉÆ¸ÀÉÆ¸ÀggÀ£ÁßÀ£ÁßVV
¥¥ÀÀjjªÀªÀwðwð¸ÀÄ¸ÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ..

�� dodoÀÀggÀÀzzÀÀ ggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ ÀzzÀÀ°°èè ººÉÉÊqÊqÉÆÉÆÃPÃPÀ̄ ÉÆÀ̄ ÉÆÃjPÃjPïï DDªÀÄèªÀÅªÀÄèªÀÅ
CCºÀºÀ EzEzÀÄÀÄÝÝ DDºÁºÁggÀÀzzÉÆÉÆqqÀ£ÉÀ£É dodoÀÀggÀªÀ£ÀÄßÀªÀ£ÀÄß ¥ÀæªÉ¥ÀæªÉÃÃ²¸À²¸À§§ºÀÄºÀÄzzÁÁzzÀÀ ¸ÀÆ¸ÀÆPPÀÀ ttÄÄ fÃfÃ««UUÀ¼À£ÀÄßÀ¼À£ÀÄß
££ÁÁ±±À¥À¢¸ÀÄÀ¥À¢¸ÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ.     .     

�� DDºÁºÁggÀªÀÅÀªÀÅ FUFUÀÀ PPÀÀzzÉÉAiAiÀÄ®àÀÄ®àllÄÖÄÖ PPÉÉÊÊªÀªÀiiïï JAJA§§ UUÀÀnnÖÖ
UUÀÀAfgAfgÀÆ¥ÀÀÆ¥ÀPPÉÉ ÌÌ §§AA¢¢ggÀÄÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ. . EzEzÀÄÀÄ dodoÀÀggÀ¢À¢AzAzÀÀ ¸̧ÀÀttÚÚ PPÀÀggÀÄ½£ÀÀÄ½£À ªªÉÆÉÆzzÀ®£ÉÀ®£ÉAiAiÀÄÀÄ ss
¨̈ssÁÁUUÀªÁÀªÁzzÀÀ rAirAiÉÆÉÆÃrÃr£ÀªÀ£ÀªÀiiïï CC£ÀÄß£ÀÄß ¥ÀæªÉ²¸ÀÄ¥ÀæªÉ²¸ÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ..

�� ¸̧ÀÀttÚÚ PPÀÀggÀ¼ÀÄÀ¼ÀÄ ªªÀÀAiAiÀÄ¸ÀÀÄ¸ÀÌgÌgÀÀ°°èè ¸̧ÀÄªÀÀÄªÀiiÁÁggÀÄÀÄ LzLzÀÄÀÄ ««ÄÄÃlgÃlgïï GzGzÀÀ ÝzÝzÀÀ
¸ÀÄ¸ÀÄggÀÄ½ÀÄ½AiAiÀÄÀÄAwgAwgÀÄÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ. . 

�� ªªÉÄÉÄÃzÃzÉÆÉÆÃfÃgÃfÃgÀÀPPÀÀ UUÀæÀæAyAy¬Ä¬ÄAzAzÀÀ ªªÉÄÉÄÃzÃzÉÆÉÆÃfÃgÃfÃgÀÀPPÀÀ ggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ À , , AiAiÀÄÀÄPPÀÈÀÈwwÛ¤Û¤AzAzÀÀ
¦¦vvÀÛÀÛggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ À , , ºÁºÁUUÀÆÀÆ PPÀÀggÀÄ¼ÀÄÀÄ¼ÀÄ UUÀæÀæAyUAyUÀ½À½AzAzÀÀ ººÀÀjAijAiÀÄÄªÀÀÄÄªÀ PPÀÀggÀÄ¼ÀÄÀÄ¼ÀÄ ggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ ÀUUÀ¼ÀÄÀ¼ÀÄ
dodoÀÀggÀ¢À¢AzAzÀÀ §§AzAzÀÀ DDºÀºÀggÀÀ ¥¥ÀÀzzÁÁxxÀÀððªÀ£ÀÄßªÀ£ÀÄß fÃtÂðfÃtÂð¸À®Ä¸À®Ä ££ÉÉggÀªÁÀªÁUUÀÄªÀÅÀÄªÀÅzzÀÄÀÄ. . 
QtQtééUUÀ¼ÉÀ¼ÉÃ Ã EE®è®èzzÀÀ

�� ¦¦vvÀÛÀÛggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ À PPÉÆ©ÉÆ©ââ£À£À zzÉÆÉÆqqÀØÀØ ºÀ¤ºÀ¤UUÀ¼À£ÀÄßÀ¼À£ÀÄß ¸À¸ÀttÚºÀ¤ÚºÀ¤UUÀ¼ÁÀ¼ÁV V ªÀªÀiiÁ¥ÀÁ¥Àðð¢¹¢¹zzÀÀggÉÉ
GG½½zzÉÉggÀÀqqÀÄÀÄ ggÀ̧ ÀÀ̧ ÀUUÀ¼ÀÀ¼À°°èèggÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ PPÀÀttééUUÀ¼À£ÀÄßÀ¼À£ÀÄß fÃtÂðfÃtÂð¸ÀÄªÀÅ¸ÀÄªÀÅzzÀÄÀÄ »»ÃUÃUÉÉ
fÃtðfÃtðªÀªÀzzÀÀ DDºÁºÁggÀªÀÅÀªÀÅ ¸À¸ÀttÚÚPPÀÀggÀÄ½£ÀÀÄ½£À MM¼À¼ÀUUÉÆÉÆÃqÃqÉÉAiAiÀÄÀÄ ªªÉÄÉÄÃÃ¯Éäö¯ÉäöÊAiÊAiÀÄÀÄ°°èèggÀÄªÀÀÄªÀ
JJ¯É¯ÉÊUÊUÀ½À½AzAzÀÀ »»ÃgÃgÀ®àÀ®àllÄÖÄÖ ggÀÀPPÀÛÀÛUUÀÀvvÀªÁÀªÁUUÀÄÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ



• zÉÆqÀØ PÀgÀÄ½£À UÉÆÃqÉ PÉÊªÀÄß°èAzÀ ºÉZÁÑzÀ ¤ÃgÀÄ
®ªÀtUÀ¼À£ÀÄß »ÃjPÉÆ¼ÀÄîvÀÛzÉ. fÃtðªÀUÀzÀ DºÀgÀ
CAzÀgÉ ªÀÄ® UÀÄzÀzÁégÀzÀ ªÀÄÆ®PÀ ºÉÆgÀ
ºÁPÀ®àzÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ¸ÀtÚPÀgÀÄ¤AzÀ PÉÊªÀiï DºÁgÀzÀ
»ÃjPÉAiÀÄ£ÀAvÀgÀ fÃtðªÁUÀzÀ DºÀgÀªÀÅ zÉÆqÀØ
PÀgÀÄ¼À£ÀÄß ¥ÀæªÉ±À̧ ÀÄvÀÛzÉ. ¸ÀtÚ PÀgÀÄ¼ÀÄ, 
zÉÆqÀØPÀgÀÄ¼À£ÀÄß¥ÀæªÉÃ²¸ÀÄªÀ ¥ÀæzÉÃ±À
zÉÆqÀØa®zÀAwgÀÄvÀÛzÉ. EzÀ£ÀÄß ¹PÀªÀiï JAzÀÄ
PÀgÉAiÀÄÄvÀÛgÉ. ¸ÀtÚ PÀgÀÄ¼ÀÄ zÉÆqÀØ PÀgÀÄ¼À£ÀÄß Ȩ́gÀÄªÀ
eÁUÀzÀ°è ¨ÉgÀ½£ÀAvÀºÀ gÀZÀ£É EzÉ EzÀ£ÀÄß C¥ÉArPÉì
JªÀÄzÀÄ PÀgÉAiÀÄÄvÁÛgÉ. EzÀPÉÌ¸ÉÃAPÀÄ vÀUÀ°zÁUÀ
GjvÀ GAqÀUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. EzÀjAzÀ C¥ÉArPïì JA§
gÉÆÃUÀ GAqÁUÀÄvÀÛzÉ. 

��fÃufÃuÁÁðAUðAUÀªÀÇåºÀÀªÀÇåºÀzzÀÀ CvCvÀåÀåAvAvÀÀ

PPÀÀqqÉÉ0i0iÀÄÀÄ CAUCAUÀÀ zzÉÉÃÃºÀºÀPPÉÉÌÌ

¨̈ÉÉÃqÃqÀªÁÀªÁzzÀÀ DDºÁºÁggÀÀ

¥À¥ÀzzÁÁxxÀÀðUðUÀ¼À£ÀÄßÀ¼À£ÀÄß UUÀÄÀÄzzÀÀzzÁéÁéggÀªÀÅÀªÀÅ

zzÉÉÃÃºÀ¢ºÀ¢AzAzÀÀ ººÉÆÉÆggÀÀ ººÁÁPPÀÄÀÄvvÀÛÀÛzzÉÉ. . 

THE ENDTHE ENDTHE ENDTHE END


